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FROM THE EDITOR
HOWZIT everybody! Hoe gaan dit?
Living through April this year has been a tragic nightmare for so many small to medium businesses with
no cash flow; rent and other overheads to pay; heart-rending redundancies and struggles to maintain an
equilibrium between business and private life.
By now we will be over the worst and I think that all of you ex-South Africans out there should thank your
lucky stars that are not still living there! Due to the lack of border security in South Africa, Covid 19 cases
are expected to PEAK in July this year. It is hoped that schools will re-open there in September but it will
depend on how well-contained the virus is by then. The hospitals are not coping with a population of over
60m and in most rural areas people are dying without proper diagnosis. We need to pray urgently for our
families who are living there now. Survival is the key. Unemployment insurance is their only means of
earning an income, but to qualify you MUST have been a contributor before the pandemic started. Many
small businesspeople did not bother to register, so now they have no source of income.

Related South African
Shops in Auckland

Getting through this global pandemic has been one of the biggest challenges faced by humans on this
planet since the Black Death of 1351 that resulted in the demise of 200 million people across Asia and
Europe. At least, in those days they were able to isolate the fleas on the rats that caused the plague and
burn the lot! Nowadays, the Corona Virus is much more invidious because of its infectious nature.

SA Shops can be found at:

In modern warfare we have “rules of engagement” that are taught to soldiers when they come into
contact with the enemy. They are based on agreements set up by the Geneva Convention. If a soldier
breaches these rules he could be subject to a military court martial. So what “rules” must we obey when
we come into contact with this totally new “enemy?”

1. SOUTH AFRICAN SHOPS
a) North Shore Shop – 6c Rosedale
Road, Rosedale. (Tel 09-478 8016)
b) West Auckland Shop – c/o
Buscombe and Lincoln Roads,
Henderson. (Tel 09-837 0101)
c) Whangaparaoa Shop – 2B Arklow
Lane, Stanmore Bay.
(Tel 09-428 0850)
Website: wwwsouthafricanshop.co.nz

2. INSIDE AFRICA SHOPS
a) North Shore Shop – 7 Mercari
Way, Albany. (Tel 09-443 0548)
b) East Auckland Shop – Unit 7,
Bishop’s Gate Business Centre, c/o Te
Irirangi Drive and Bishop Dunn Place,
Botany (Tel: 09-273 5242)
Website: wwwinsideafrica.co.nz
3. OTHER NORTH SHORE SHOPS
a) Fred’s Fine Foods – Unit H, Seville
Shopping Centre, 52 Oteha Valley
Road, Albany
(Tel: 09 475 5403) Email: albany@
fredsfinefoods.co.nz
b) Pinehill Butchery – 654 East Coast
Road, Pinehill (Tel: 09-476 0060)
Email: pinehill654@xtra.co.nz
c) Biltong Plus – 273 Rodney Street,
Wellsford (Tel: 09-423 7964) Email:
biltongp@gmail.com

1.

Keep to your social bubbles and make them as small as possible.

2.

As the Alert Levels are removed, find out which groups both you and your family are being exposed to
at work and at school and get as much information on them as possible.

3.

You will eventually HAVE to come into contact with your workmates, so ask your boss for a full run
down of their movements over the last six months. Remember that ANY overseas travel since
December last year would have exposed the traveller to the virus.

4.

Likewise, if you have suppliers and customers that you need to meet, try and do it on-line via Zoom
rather than going out to see them.

5.

If your kids are at school who is in their class? Both students AND TEACHERS need to be investigated.
Fortunately children are the least vulnerable to Covid 19.

6.

If your parents are in an old age home they are THE most vulnerable. There needs to be separation
between those with health problems that are Covid 19 susceptible (i.e histories of asthma or pneumonia or any other respiratory ailments) and the other healthy ones.

We must not panic. Covid 19 is a purely respiratory disease, so if you are an asthmatic or tonsillitis sufferer
and show even minor symptoms eg runny nose, coughing up phlegm or sore throat, just be careful. Make
sure that you go for a Covid 19 test and that you undergo a thorough GP analysis.
One of the biggest successes of Covid 19 containment has been Taiwan with a huge population of just
under 24m people. Despite being an island nation, for its size compared to the UK or NZ, it is fairly densely
populated. Being so close to the epicentre of the origin of the virus in central China, its swift recovery is
regarded as more than remarkable. Life in Taiwan is already back to normal with no more restrictions. So
what can we learn from this? They have a long history of being infection conscious and they are a VERY
disciplined nation. Can we emulate this? Only time will tell.
Our June/July issue 8 is simply a repeat of Issue 7 with a whole bunch of new advertisers. Our heartfelt
thanks goes out to them all, because they were able to support this issue financially despite their troubles
during April and May. We salute you all.
As they say in South Africa, when we are in difficult circumstances we need to “vasbyt!”
God bless all of you and keep safe.
Your editor,
Ted Woudberg

4. SOUTH AUCKLAND SHOP
Mama Africa – Shop 8A, Zone Shopping Centre, Pukekohe. (Tel: 09-239
0621) Email: info@mamaafrica.co.nz
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IT’S TIME TO MOVE YOUR
RANDS ABROAD!
The No.1
Financial Services Provider
for South African expats
around the world!
Rand Rescue assists South African expats with
the transferring of financial assets from South
Africa to their new homes.
We facilitate and manage the entire process
from start to finish, dealing with SARS, SARB and
all the other bureaucracy required to rescue
your money.

Rudi Stander
Founder & Director
021 222 7897

Our services:
Pension transfer
Inheritance
Policy searches
Foreign exchange

Financial emigration
Encashment of retirement
annuities
International fund transfers

Contact RAND RESCUE now for fast,
reliable and secure services trusted
by South Africans worldwide!

Henrico Kotze
Business Manager
021 265 5066

Visit www.randrescue.com
or email info@randrescue.com
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SA/NZ ADAPTATION

“SOBER REFLECTIONS ON EMIGRATION”
An ex-SA teacher migrant to NZ exposes the physical and emotional
trauma involved in the whole process of re-locating your life to a
different country and its culture
It takes time to make an unbiased judgment about the impact
that moving country makes on one’s life. And one needs to take
cognisance of the fact that one uses one’s homeland as a yardstick,
which contaminates one’s data, as one is comparing something new
and alien, sans family and infrastructure, with all that is old and
familiar.

Everything on the other side of the grass is new.
We start by adjusting our watches when we arrive
which becomes symbolic of every conceivable
adjustment that follows
My friends back home want to know how it truly feels. They want the
snot en trane embellishments; not only the euphoric delights.
I’ve been in New Zealand for five months now, and I’m trying to have
this omnipotent overview of the experience for the benefit of the
curious, sanguine and Eeyore “I told you so’s.”
Moving country is understandably one of the top stressors in life,
preceded only by the death of a loved one, or an acrimonious
separation. In the process one loses one’s identity; one’s deeply
entrenched roots and happy home life; and one is severed from
family, friends, work environment, colleagues and hometown.
Everything on the other side of the grass is new. We start by
adjusting our watches when we arrive which becomes symbolic of
every conceivable adjustment that follows. Unfamiliar roads to drive
on, with different rules, a new city, new places to shop, new brand
names, a new work environment, new colleagues, rules and
protocols….different accents, different rituals and celebrations….
different politics….. It’s hard!
Beyond the initial raw pain of those searingly traumatic airport
farewells, the side effects of several flights in transit, and the

adrenaline-charged reactions to all that is new and strange, is a less
visible response. One is in severe shock.
Sleep patterns disintegrate for several weeks.
A few months later the initial shock subsides and then a really new
emotion kicks in. Only then do we feel an indescribable heartache
and the “melt-downs” start, due to only then internalizing the deep
grief and sense of bereavement of all that one has lost.
We lose pets that must be put down because of their age or the
fact that they have to endure six months of quarantine without you
before they can be inducted into New Zealand. How do your pets
adjust to six months of imprisonment without you? And do you have
a guarantee that the rental place that you are going to while you
settle into the new country will accept a huge Doberman pinscher or
Rottweiller unconditionally? The only alternative available for your
pet is that you leave him/her behind with a friend or relative after
you have gone who really doesn’t want them because they are so
expensive to feed and wash. No way! So you put them down, and cry
yourself to sleep for weeks thereafter, questioning the validity of the
legal murder of your best friend.
Coming to New Zealand, I decided to play a game with myself as a
way of mustering up the strength and courage to pursue this choice. I
pretended that I had metaphorically died and arrived into a new life!
I’d say out loud to myself:
“Hmm, so they have flowers, birds and mountains in this new life
too.”
Texting, skype and e-mails have bridged the gap between this
metaphorical “afterlife” and my former life. But that is painful in
itself. Hearing beloved grand- children’s voices is sometimes the last
straw.
I often ponder on why it all happened anyway and what a crystal
ball would reveal about the future. Some of our family had spoken
of a move for better career opportunities, combined with the added
security of a new place where crime is not so prevalent.
That idea appealed to me because I was nearly killed by carjackers
who decided that they wanted my car after I had returned from an
early evening meeting. I screamed my head off, resisted their attack
and got away with my life and my car intact!
Here in New Zealand we come across ex-Saffers wherever we go. I’ve
met one disgruntled lady who used to be headmistress of an elite
SA school and she is now back in the classroom doing her thing as a
common teacher. Ouch!
Other South Africans return home, maybe broken by grief or due to
the global recession.
But sacrifice is part of the deal. One balances the scale with the
positives - sleeping with the bedroom door open to the elements, no
burglar guards or electronic fences: no paranoia if one breaks down
on the road. And if I decide to drive home alone on a rural road at
midnight it won’t be deemed bloody foolish.
It certainly is an exhilarating start to another life, but it is also VERY
“EINA” and NOT FOR SISSIES!
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

GANGS IN NZ
NEW ZEALAND – THE NEW GANGLAND?
All of us Saffers had reasons for leaving South Africa. Ask any one of
them and they will tell you that serious crime was one of the biggest
reasons.
Sure, there will be other stuff like reverse apartheid, bad schooling,
bribery and corruption, poor political and environmental
management etc. But in most cases crime was top of the list.
Show me one Saffer here in NZ who hasn’t been a victim of
crime in any of its ugly forms.
So when we get here we think that it is all peace and tranquillity.
Hey, it’s wonderful being able to visit your next-door neighbour by
just walking up to his door! No barbed wire. No electric fences. No
cameras. No remote controls. No access codes. This place is heaven,
man!
Unfortunately there is a new creeping threat to our security and
prosperity here in NZ. It is the growing existence of hard-core gangs
that are now starting up a new culture of violence, inter-gang hatred,
dealing in drugs, prostitution, extortion and murder. Fortunately this
culture is not driven by poverty as it is in South Africa, so it is not an
endemic problem. Yet it is growing out of all proportion and even
the police seem helpless as they watch this new cancer on our NZ
society proliferate totally unchecked.
The recent government clamp-down on the possession of automatic
weapons in the wake of the Christchurch terror attacks has been
totally ignored by the gangs of NZ. Such weapons are highly favoured
by the gangs. If there is an inter-gang dispute, they will adopt Al
Capone style butchery on their opponents by using these highly
effective guns, leaving the police to pick up the pieces afterwards.
They are growing at an alarming rate in the poorer areas of our
major cities and we will find them well represented here in the
southern areas of Auckland.
So what is being done about it? Not much. We live in a politically
correct society that has now gone too far, allowing gangs to do their
dirty deeds without giving the police the power to use effective

If you were to systematise your business you
would enjoy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happier and more loyal customers
More consistent products and services
Less time fire-fighting, more time on strategy
Fewer complaints
Improved business resilience and continuity
More efficient training
More relaxing holidays

weapons against them. Police are no longer allowed to carry guns.
The laws of engagement with murderous criminals demote the
powers of police down to using tasers to stun their offenders. This is
a joke, and the gangs love it!
We are not promoting a “Dirty Harry” type of cop mentality where
police can use high calibre firearms against gang members without
check. But something needs to be done about it, otherwise gangs
will start terrorising our society and trying to reduce the spread of
gang-led crime will be futile, because there is no effective curb to
their proliferation.
HISTORY OF GANGS IN NZ
Since the post-war age of rebellion in the 1950’s, youth and street
gangs have grown in NZ at a rapid rate, spawning identifiable groups
like Black Power, Mongrel Mob, Head Hunters and Stormtroopers by
the 1970’s. These gangs were mainly racially or neo-Nazi influenced.
There was initially a very soft approach towards them and in 1976
Wellington mayor Michael Fowler was reputed to have paid for the
bail of the Black Power members in their case against the Mongrel
Mob in that year. Then came the motor-cycle gang Hell’s Angels from
the USA that got a firm foothold in NZ during the 80’s and 90’s. Local
street gangs started their evil work across NZ in the 2000’s and by
2007 the most notifiable national gangs were Black Power, Mongrel
Mob and The Nomads. By then Auckland had their own festering
groups like Junior Don Kings and Dope Money Sex. We don’t have to
stretch our imagination too far to understand what they were doing
by simply looking at the names that they chose for themselves.
According to the 2007 book “Gangs” by English journalist Ross Kemp,
NZ had more gangs per capita than any other country in the world,
with about seventy major gangs and over 4,000 “patched” members
in a population of 4 million people. “Patching” refers to a visible sign
worn on the body that identifies you as a gang member.
In 2019 nationally we now have a plethora of gangs with 6500
patched members that is growing daily. So, which one would you
like to join? Take your pick: Head-Hunters, Bandidos, Hells’ Angels,
King Cobras, Black Power, Mongrel Mob, Tribesmen, Rebels, Devils
Henchmen and Highway 61. Or maybe you would like to start your
own gang?

Personalised,
affordable
solutions
available

How much value would these improvements add
to your life?
www.linkedin.com/in/philip-holder-2578822/
www.technocom.co.nz
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Contact Philip today
Mobile: 027 366 5176
Email: p.holder@xtra.co.nz
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LAND EN SAND

Contribution no 6 - March 2020

Ons lewe verander drasties; Asterix het dit gesien
Deur Philip Langenhoven

Toe ek ‘n kind was, was ek – soos my maters – gereeld moedeloos
oor die ‘ou mense’ wat nie kon aanpas nie. Weens die moontlikheid
van ‘n goedgemikte oorveeg in ons rigting, was ons protes nie te
disrespekvol nie.
Ons was darem dapper genoeg om, weg van die grootmense af,
lekker onder mekaar te murmureer en skinder oor die onbuigsame,
konserwatiewe ouer geslag. Dit was darem nie lelike skinder nie;
meer ‘n beterweterige kopskud met ‘n lakoniese “ja-nee” om goeie
insig te veins.

Moet ook nie handskud nie maar groet
deur elmboog te lig – dieselfde
besmette een!

kort termyn maar gaan dit die kaartjiepryse opjaag? Ons mag ook nie
meer met kontant kaartjies koop nie.
Al wat sporttoernooi is, word geskrap: rugby, league, netbal, om
‘n paar te noem. Wat gaan ons nou naweke doen? Wat van die
negatiewe uitwerking op duisende professionele sportmense se
brood-en-botter?
Al meer groot en klein besighede begin noustrop trek. Ek kry hulle
jammer, want die meeste sulke ondernemings mag permanent
geknak word, want hoeveel het genoeg bedryfskapitaal om vir
maande sonder besigheid staande te bly?
En wat van al die vlugte en oorsese reise? Ek het familie en vriende
wat hul reisgeld verbeur, en ek is self ook geraak.

En so verander dinge altyd stadig. Elke generasie ontdek nuwe
maniere van dinge doen, en gewoonlik is dit nie rewolusionêr van
aard nie. Mense word gewoond daaraan.

Ons word aanbeveel en aangesê om nie nader as ‘n meter van ander
mense te wees nie, en al wat vergadering en byeenkoms is, word
gestaak. Al meer werkers word aangesê om van die huis af te werk;
ek ook – ja, dinge raak rof.

‘n Meer onlangse verandering wat selfs die ouer geslag in sy greep
gekry het, is die wêreld van elektroniese en sosiale kommunikasie.
Volgens alle aanduidings het die ouer geslag die jonges merendeels
van Facebook verwilder na ander platforms toe. Hierdie verandering
was vinniger as gewoonlik, maar dit het ook maar oor jare
plaasgevind.

Handskud, soengroet en hongi (neusdruk) is uit, maar gelukkig
bestaan hāngi (die Māori-kos) voort. Moet nie meer op ons hand
hoes of nies nie maar in die mou. Moet ook nie handskud nie maar
groet deur elmboog te lig – dieselfde besmette een! Die grapvideo op
Whatsapp van die Sjinese wat mekaar met die voete groet, het dalk
iets beet.

En toe slaan die VIRUS toe! Niks het nog so vinnig ‘n volkome
omwenteling in ons samelewing teweeg gebring nie. Ek verwys
natuurlik na die coronavirus; meer spesifiek na die variant genaamd
COVID-19. Kyk, moet my nie verkeerd verstaan nie: ek spot nie met
dié maaifoedie nie, en ek besef dit is ‘n gevaarlike spulletjie wat siekte
en dood tot gevolg het, en ons het nog maar net die begin beleef.
Maar ons mag mos maar ‘n ernstige saak effens ligter bejeën, of hoe?

Ons sal straks Afrikaanse uitdrukkings moet verander , soos “Van
die hand na die voet leef”, of “Die sokkerspeler is heel voetig met sy
hande!” Ja, dinge het voetomkeer verander, en ons moet maar saam
voete vat om die virus te beveg.

Ek kan nie glo dat so ‘n onsigbare klein virussie soveel omwenteling
en vrees kan veroorsaak nie. Ek is verstom dat die tinktinkie so magtig
kan wees. Dit het ‘n hele wêreld op hol en het reuse-veranderings in
‘n kort tydjie tot gevolg. En hierdie keer verander die jonger en ouer
generasies saam-saam. En vinnig ook! Dus kan ons tóg saamstaan,
lyk dit my.
Dink net aan ‘n paar skielike veranderings (en meer kom waarskynlik):
Die trein waarop ek werk toe ry word leër en leër. Lekker oor die
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In die proses word die afstande tussen ons al groter. In die verlede
het mense baie meer persoonlike kontak gemaak, veral as hulle
mekaar bystaan en help. Nou beduie ons van ‘n veilige afstand af; dis
nou as ons mekaar ooit nog opsoek. Hopelik bring die nuwe isolasie
nie ‘n nuwe normaal van afsydigheid teenoor mekaar se gevoelens en
behoeftes mee nie.
As ons maar net na Asterix en Obelix geluister het toe hulle vir
Coronavirus met sy masker sien kom het...

Philip is die redakteur van die gratis Afrikaanse tydskryf
KIWI-BROKKIES (www.brokkies.net)
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AUCKLAND PLACES OF INTEREST

AUCKLAND WAR MEMORIAL MUSEUM
By Norma Riley

If you are a new Saffer here in Auckland you will want to know
what to do on those boring weekends!
Our intrepid adventure writer, Norma Riley has been out there
into the glory-spots of Auckland and she has come up with some
gems. Here is her first.
Do not miss a visit to this glorious landmark, one of the finest
museums in the southern hemisphere.
The museum was opened in 1929 to commemorate the monumental
loss of New Zealand lives during WW1. This magnificent piece of
neoclassical architecture is a living memorial to their sacrifice, but the
imposing building itself, like a Greek Temple, can be classed as the
most important exhibit, standing proudly in the Auckland Domain,
with views over the city and the harbour.

Scars of the Heart is an amazing section devoted to the world wars
and other combats in which New Zealanders participated. The walls
are engraved with name after name of those who fought and died for
freedom. Exquisite stained-glass windows depict battle scenes.
The displays are dynamic and bring home to one the tragedy and
devastation of war. There is a huge Spitfire to view plus realistic
displays of a variety of scenes from the trenches to the prisoner of
war camps as well as photographs of the leading figures of the day,
Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin and Hitler. It all seemed too real, too
horrific.

You can explore the unique treasures of New Zealand and the Pacific
people, watch a live Maori performance and learn about the various
Island cultures. The displays are stunning, from the long boats (waka)
to the tools, totems and constructions.
There is also a comprehensive Asian section as well as an exciting
display of Natural History. Learn about the geological origins of the
country and see the ancient species of the moa, the kiwi and the
tuatara.

I couldn’t miss a visit to the Boer War gallery; nostalgia as I read
familiar names like Ladysmith, Tugela, Mafeking, and saw a portrait
of Oom Paul.
This was the first overseas conflict to involve New Zealand troops.
Many of the volunteers supplied their own horses; only one horse,
Major, returned, having survived not only the war, but the arduous
sea voyages.

For the children, there is a Weird and Wonderful section with
exhibits to delight and educate the most discerning youngsters.
The elephants, monkeys and dinosaurs seemed the most popular
exhibits.
I was fascinated by the portrait of a young Sir Edmund Hillary,
conqueror of Mt Everest. He has a faraway look in a face as rugged
as the mountain he would vanquish.

There was a visual Antarctic experience to enjoy, as well as an
Exhibition of Wild Life photography. The photographic exhibits were
outstanding and the winning one of a Gelada (which I have seen in
the wild, in Ethiopia) certainly stood out as a worthy winner. It was
photographed by a young Italian boy in the 15-17 year-old category.
Another highly commended entry was from a young South African
lad, Branson Meaker, in the 11-14 year-old category this is a
stunning photograph entitled ‘Acrobatic Antelope’.
There is a well-stocked Museum store where you can purchase
mementoes and a café ‘1929’ for refreshments plus places to sit and
rest weary legs, while watching the constant stream of visitors. A day
to remember!
Access to the museum situated on Auckland domain can be made by
using:
1.

Buses – the 781 bus from the city centre will take you there.

2.

Trains – from Britomart city centre you can use Parnell, Grafton
or Newmarket stations, but you will need to walk 5-10 mins to
the venue.

3.

Vehicle – Use Maunsell Road to get in, but be prepared to pay
for your parking.

Don’t miss our next issue! Norma has some amazing places for you
to visit right here in Auckland. No need to go too far!
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FAITH

WHO WROTE THE HOLY BIBLE?
Part 2 - By Ted Woudberg
We started this series in the Old Testament, taking the role of private
investigators to establish the authenticity of the best-selling book in
all of history. Is it fact or just one big work of fiction?
In Part 1 we discussed the fact that Hebrew scholars over more than
4000 years could have perpetuated writings that they believe were
originated by Moses. What hard evidence do we have of this?
In 1946 a wandering shepherd came across some ancient papyrus
scrolls in clay jars that were hidden in some caves close to the
Dead Sea in the Judean desert. They were written in Hebrew and
carbon dating techniques show them as being more than 4000 years
old! They accurately supported the majority of the Old Testament
writings and became known as the Dead Sea Scrolls. You can see
them today carefully preserved by the Jews in the Israel Museum of
Jerusalem. The question is: who ACTUALLY wrote them? It is believed
that ancient Hebrew scholars used their caves in the same way that
we use “the cloud” today. The Hebrews wanted to provide a
“back-up” of their spiritual history that no man could destroy.

When we have valuable documents that we want to preserve we
store them on the internet or the “cloud” which is just another name
for ANOTHER computer that is in a safe venue underground or in a
totally protected and secure environment.
That is exactly what the Hebrews did when they hid away their
scrolls. Their history was torn by Joshua’s wars as they entered the
Promised Land and then later by David’s wars against the Philistines
and all of the other nations around him. But they made sure that their
covenant with God would last forever, so, regardless of the circumstances they kept their
writings and the historical record of their real encounters with God
properly recorded on ancient papyrus scrolls. You can imagine the
scholars of old ordering their scribes to make a number of copies
over time of Moses’ writings and the folklore relating to what happened during the Exodus from Egypt. Their biggest dilemma was to
keep these writings safe from their enemies. So, what did they do?
They sealed their writings in clay jars and started storing them
amongst the caves surrounding
their homeland, Israel.
Maybe this discovery was ordained and simply provided by our Divine
Creator to reinforce the stories told by the Jews over the millenia as
being the truth and nothing but the truth! So if we throw in a bit of
faith and some hard “clay jar” evidence, who do we really think wrote
the Bible?
In our next episode we look at the biggest hard evidence of the lot:
The Ark of the Covenant!
Don’t miss this revelation in Issue 9.
STOP PRESS: “CORONA VIRUS CAUSES WORLD-WIDE FEAR”
Us Christians should not be afraid of this man-made pestilence. Take
courage in the following scriptures:
2 Tim 1:7 – “God did not give us a spirit of fear.”
Psalm 91:3 - “Surely God will save you from the deadly pestilence.”
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Lessons for all ages,
tailor-made to focus on
your educational needs

CONTACT
KAROLYN TODAY
+64 210 892 4482
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IMMIGRATION INFO

We continue with our vitally important series aimed at ALL
Saffers provided by immigration specialists, Auckland Immigration
Services. In this issue we discuss the costs of immigration from
South Africa.
Despite NZ officially being ranked the 17th most expensive country to
live in, it is a far way off South Africa which is ranked as number 72 on
that same list. New immigrants are usually astounded at the prices
of property, rent and food in NZ. The cost of smoking in NZ results
in many an immigrant seeking the helpline shortly after arrival
(quit.org.nz). Converting the costs to ZAR (which is what all new
immigrants do!) does not help with the attempts to overcome the
shock of NZ costs felt by moist immigrants from South Africa.
Aside from the cost of living in NZ, immigration itself is an expensive
exercise and many folk need to use their provident fund, or funds
attained from selling assets in their home country, to be able to make
the move to NZ. It is a balancing act as there are funds needed at
various stages, and I have seen many families split the immigration
into stages, in order to get around those costs. The Principle
Applicant may immigrate to NZ first, set up the home and settle in
while earning NZ Dollars, before the family join him / her.
Below is a summary of the approximate costs, involved in
immigrating to NZ (NZD)

will need to self-isolate for 14 days before starting to work. This
means that in reality, one would need to sustain yourself for
that period without any NZ income, before being able to earn NZ
Dollars.
•

Period of travel. Avoiding peak season to travel can reduce the
flight costs drastically.

•

The number of weeks’ rent which need to be paid in advance,
when starting a rental contract. This depends on the landlord
and can be anything between 1 – 3 weeks required for the bond

•

For certain roles (e.g. technicians), it could be that tools need to
be purchased or transported to NZ

•

It may be required for the Principle Applicant to travel to NZ
firstly, to attend interviews and attain the job offer. Cost of the
additional return flight will need to be added to the summary
above

It can’t be argued that it is a costly exercise to immigrate to NZ and it
takes a couple of years for folk to recover from these expenses. It’s
not all doom and gloom though as there are other costs in NZ which
are not as exorbitant as those in South Africa, such as (availability
and cost of) public health care funding, bank fees, insurance costs,
tertiary study fees for residents/ citizens. In a country where there
are so many opportunities and the ultimate goal of a NZ passport, it is
still the option of many folk to jump at that opportunity to be able to
live and work in NZ, despite the huge financial layout and impact.
Factors which could assist / play a large role during immigration /
while one is settling into NZ, are:
•

The ability to live with family or friends, before starting to work.
With the current COVID-19 restrictions in place, new immigrants
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This article kindly provided by Domonique Roelofse of Auckland
Immigration Services (LIA No. 201600557). For expert immigration
advice contact Domonique on email immi@aklimmigration.co.nz.
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THE ROYALS

THE BRITISH ROYALS : A GAME OF ‘CRONES’
By Ted Woudberg

Love them or hate them, we just can’t ignore them! The British Royalty have been bequeathed to us through the
Commonwealth, so we’d better get used to it!
We as South Africans have lost the “Royal Feel” because we thought
we gave up the Commonwealth when we became a Republic way
back in 1961.
Think again! South Africa STILL partakes in the Commonwealth
Games despite the fact that it broke its ties with England so many
years ago. So if we decide to move to New Zealand and absorb the
culture here, we need to pick up on the Royals, because New Zealand
remains as, and will always be, an integral part of the British
Commonwealth.
I love the Royals because they are just like actors on a world stage.
Shakespeare made sure that his characters included heroes and
villains; bold and beautiful; handsome and horrible; brave and
treacherous; loving and cold – they were all there on his makeshift
wooden Globe platform stage in mediaeval England.
And so are the Royals in modern day England. Each of them play
their part and when we see their outcomes, they take on the roles
of the characters identified by Shakespeare above. They attract the
biggest attention compared to other nations of Europe because the
Commonwealth covers a huge part of the world map and millions of
citizens look to England as their “fatherland” or, more accurately, as
their “motherland” because Queen Lizzie No 2 has been there for
so long. She is the longest reigning British monarch of all time. Poor
Prince Charles, now in his 70’s, is the longest British “regent-inwaiting” of all time as well, which makes the British Royal Story the
most unique in history. So it is definitely worth a mention!

culmination of an unfortunate love triangle between Charles, his
childhood sweetheart Camilla and official regal wife Diana, who was
by far the prettiest of the two. Camilla held on to Charles’ heart
strings and the divorce went through in August 1996. Queen Liz now
had to contend with a post daughter-in-law who was the doyen of the
world and a woman with film-star looks who started attracting the
attention of the world’s most famous and wealthiest male admirers.
Her international reputation amongst the fund-raising organisations
that she worked with was stellar. Queen Lizzie’s “annus horribilus”
(bad year) began when she found out that her estranged daughterin-law and mother of two princes of England, Diana, had started
dating a Muslim, Dodi Fayed, who was also a wealthy heir.

The Brit Royals are haunted and hunted down by the paparazzi, but
that is what keeps them on the world stage so that we can adore
them, hate them, laugh at them or just simply envy them! What is

Queen Lizzie’s “annus horribilus” (bad
year) began when she found out that her
estranged daughter-in-law and mother of
two princes of England, Diana, had started
dating a Muslim, Dodi Fayed, who was also
a wealthy heir.
said about them in the media isn’t always totally factual, but if it is
outrageous or scandalous, it will certainly sell a lot of newspapers!
Let’s start with the senior monarch, Queen Elizabeth 11. She was
definitely too young for her role as queen after the premature death
of her father King George V1 in 1952. Her younger years were lonely
with busy royal parents so when she was thrust onto the throne
at the tender age of 26, she struggled to relate confidently and
enthusiastically with her subjects, which led to some criticism from
the media. So, in time she became the “Queen of Cold” but she ran
the monarchy with a steely rod of iron. She made sure that she met
with her Prime Ministers on a daily basis to keep her hand on the
reins, but her decisions, if radical, could not be brought into a
parliamentary debate, so she relied upon her Prime Ministers to
bring her opinions into the public eye.
She faced a personal crisis when her first-born heir to the throne
Prince Charles divorced Princess of Wales, Diana. This was the
10 Howzit magazine issue 8
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If Diana had decided to marry this man Dodi, Queen Lizzie would
probably be appalled because she is Head of the Protestant Church
of England. If and when the couple had children, they would be first
cousins of her precious William and Harry, who were Diana’s children
from Charles. Dodi’s offspring would be Muslims while William and
Harry will remain Protestant Christians. This would be difficult and
many conspiracy theories abound that the monarchy had something
to do with the accident that killed both Diana and Dodi. Suspicions in
this direction were magnified when Liz and Phillip decided to move to
Balmoral during the weekend of the accident and the dreadfully long
time it took for the Queen to respond to Diana’s death in 1998.
Diana became a true icon of the monarchy during her short reign
from 1981 to 1998 and is still revered today as the most charming
and alluring royal of all time. After the birth of William and Harry, her
marriage to Charles fell on hard times because she would often travel
alone. When they travelled together, Charles would always be in
her shadow and this must have driven him crazy. So Charles would
withdraw from public life and then he started his lurid fantasies
about his teenage love, Camilla. Charles became increasingly
obsessed with Camilla and his attentions to her became headline
news in the 1990’s that caused significant embarrassment to the
crown. So the divorce from Diana of 1996 was inevitable and
became the scandal of the century.
I have always wondered why Lizzie didn’t abdicate much earlier in her
80’s and hand over the throne to “King” Charles. One needs only
consider how foolish he acted during the Camilla affair and how
hopeless he is in his public life to understand the wisdom behind
her decision to stay on well into her nineties and keep Charles off
the throne for as long as possible.
Charles has come into his own after marrying Camilla and recently
they became quite popular on their tours together. Camilla is not as
drop-dead gorgeous as Diana, but she has a profound air of humility
and grace that has certainly won the appeal of the populace. Charles
is still mumbling his way through his pre-written speeches with as
much enthusiasm as a muzzled hedgehog, but he is still fondly loved
by the people. He visibly lacks the elegance of his son, William, who,
in my eyes, should be the next King of England.

Just like his grandfather Phillip and great-grandfather George, William
is tall, wide-shouldered and austere and in his princely uniform he
looks like a king, despite his bald pate. He is not as good-looking and
sexy as his younger brother Harry, but he carries himself well, speaks
well and is kind and considerate amongst the public. Both him and
Kate have lived impeccable lives without any scandal whatsoever, so
the paparazzi find them both terribly boring! Recently we have seen
a little display of jealousy between him and brother Harry, especially
after the wedding with Megan and all the publicity that the event
drew.
After Diana, my next favourite royal is definitely Harry. He is
intelligent, handsome and has a good wit. He was very bold marrying
a woman of colour like Megan, because African Americans have
the habit of throwing back black children after a few generations. So
Harry could one day have a son that looks like Martin Luther King,
krissy black hair and all! I wonder if Queen Lizzie will accept the
invitation to the christening of a black great-grandson or daughter?
Ha, ha! That remains to be seen.
Next Issue we talk about Harry and Megan’s exit from the monarchy.
Don’t miss it!

Roger Rao

Mortgage Adviser

Mobile: 021 273 2206
Freephone: 0800 226 226
Email: roger@mx.co.nz
www.mortgage-express.co.nz
Contact Roger to discuss a
mortgage tailored for you
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TOURISM

TRAILBLAZERS 2016 SKELETON COAST TO CAPE
TOWN ENDURANCE CHALLENGE - Part 3 (Final)
By Janine Johnson

As promised, in this issue we present the final part three of the incredible story of Hilton
and Janine Johnson who walked 2000 kilometres along the wild west coast of Africa for
charity.
Never sit at a bar drinking with a crazy Scotsman because it can only
lead to trouble. Little did we know how much our lives would change
after meeting Angus Moore on Christmas day 2015 at my brother’s
poolside pub in Mokopane, South Africa.

One instance that stands out is when we
had to walk through a freakish black
granite rip in the earth that formed a
labyrinth of gorges. Entering this gorge was
like an oven as the midday heat bounced
off the black granite
Angus pondered for a moment and said he had always wanted to
walk the Skeleton Coast, Namibia to Cape Town about 2000km
raising money for a charity that supports autistic children. All he
needed to do was pull a team together and get the ball rolling. He
hardly got the words out his mouth and my hubby Hilton and I both
chimed in - “Hey we are in” and that’s all it took for us to be part of
a once in a life time adventure with two special walking sticks and
“boots that were made for walking!”
During our incredible journey we had the privelege of seeing wildlife
like oryx, giraffe, foxes and small buck at throwing distance. We
rescued a young springbok caught in a fence and experienced the
incredible kindness of Namibians who gave us shelter and food and

helped us along the way. It is the most varied landscape I have
ever seen melting from barren flat shale plains to white marble
mountains to orange dunes to gentle grass plains. Every corner
was a new vista which captivated our souls to such a degree that
we often forgot the pain of walking and the blisters that reformed
under old ones. Hilton was a walking machine with his walking stick
and not a single person would have known that this is literally a blind
man walking. I would often have to describe to him the vistas around
that he couldn’t see. Hilton suffers from partial blindness as a result
of working in Zimbabwe in a toxic factory that gave off poisonous
fumes that affected his eyesight. He only has middle-distance
vision, so he can’t read books, but he could always tell which road
he was on! It was the far distance that was blind to him that Janine
had to describe on many occasions. For such a man, to take on this
challenge where his first impairment was his vision, was very brave
indeed.
Having virtually no “creature comforts” on our 4x4 we often
travelled days without a warm bed, a shower or even a toilet!
Namibian desert days are mercilessly hot, but their nights are the
extreme opposite degree of cold, so we experienced temperatures
that vacillated between 40 deg by day and 5 deg by night! When we
were out of town, girls and boys shared the same tent with respect
for each other’s undress and make-up times. We had no time to dig
toilets, so we just used the branches of trees as our makeshift loos!
Sometimes we couldn’t find any trees!
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Are your personal
affairs in order?
Kirsty Mulder practised as
a lawyer in South Africa
before moving to
New Zealand.
She can assist you with:
· Wills
· Enduring Powers
of Attorney
· Trust establishment
and advice
· Implications of the new
Trusts Act 2019.
Get a free 30 minute
consultation if you mention
this advertisement.

Get in touch

kirsty@dhlawyers.co.nz
DDI: (09) 915 4385

davenports
H A R B O U R L AW Y E R S

Bay we knew that we had made it. We didn’t need a finishing line or
a tickertape parade. As we stood there looking at the vista of one
of the most beautiful mountains in the world we took a moment to
think back over the past 43 days. That moment will be framed in our
minds forever. We recapped the memorable moments good and bad;
the times we wanted to give up; but then we reminded ourselves
that families with autistic children never have that option and their
challenges last forever. Our journey had come to an end but the
memories would last a lifetime.

Having reached the diamond rich area of Alexander Bay on 21st of
October we followed as close to the West Cape as we could. It is
Incredible how the Orange River border with Namibia literally is a
great divide of two completely different landscapes. The Western
Cape has its own vista and beauty but on this leg we often had to
walk on main roads, contending with large trucks and more
traffic as we headed south. By this stage we were all walking quite
comfortably. I had lost my mid-life fat and we were all looking
incredibly fit and healthy despite the rigors we faced, which, for me,
included getting a busted wrist along the way when I tripped and
found myself heading towards the ground at a rapid rate. There is
much more to this story, but that will have to wait for a book if I ever
get around to it.
On the 4th November Hilton and I did our last leg of the walk along
the rugged West Cape Coastline just 20km from Table Mountain. It
was our longest and most challenging as we were off road; fighting
our way through thorny fynbos; scrambling down rocky cliffs only
to find our route blocked by the thundering sea and then having to
backtrack and try new routes. At one point I didn’t think we would
make it out and thought how ironic it would be if a search party
had to be sent out looking for us just kms from the finish line. There
was no mobile phone coverage so no way of contacting the team.
It took us the whole day to snake our way along the coast but when
we turned a corner and saw the vista of Table Mountain across the
13
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Good on yer, Hilton and Janine. Your courage and bravery for such a
good cause will go down in history! And when are we gonna see your
book on this monumental adventure?
Get Issues 5 and 6 that portray the first two parts of this amazing
story. You can access “read only” copies of these issues by Googling
“Howzit Magazine,” going to our FB page, clicking on “posts” and
then clicking on our link to ISSUU. Give it a try!
NEXT ISSUE: DO NOT MISS THIS! OUR CONTRIBUTING ADVENTURE
WRITER NORMA RILEY TOOK AN UNFORGETTABLE SOJOURN IN
THE WILDEST PART OF AFRICA – ETHIOPIA!
CHECK OUT PART ONE OF HER AMAZING STORY IN OUR NEXT
ISSUE.
June/July 2020
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Blocked Drain?

24/7 Response
• Drain Unblocking
• Drain Laying
• Unblocking of Toilets / Sinks /
Showers / Gutters
• CCTV Drain Inspection
• Drain Locating
• Root Cutting
• Civil Works
• Vacuum Loading of Septic
Tanks, Retention Tanks, Grease
Traps, Cesspits
• Pre-Purchase Inspections
• Hydro-Excavation

COUPON
Mention this advert when you come to us for
your property drainage review or for your next
service and we will offer you 10% discount on
our normal rates.

Supporters of
Toll Free:
DDI: 09 391 0170
Email: ADMIN@FREEFLOWDRAINS.CO.NZ
Eftpos & Major credit cards accepted
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NEW ZEALAND’S PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM
Part 1

New Saffers who get here and need health care will be totally blown away by the help that they get. The
health care system here is envied worldwide and ranks amongst the best in the world.
Comprehensive life-long medical care is available to everyone. All
essential health care is provided free through the public health
system. This means that while some routine services, such as visits to
local doctors and dentists, have to be paid for, more costly services,
such as hospital treatment are, with minor exceptions, available free
to all New Zealand citizens or residents.
PUBLICLY FUNDED HEALTH SERVICES INCLUDE:
•

Free public hospital treatment

•

Free treatment at public hospital 24 hour Accident and
Emergency clinics

•

Subsidies on prescription items

•

Subsidised fees for visits to general practitioners (GPs)

•

Subsidised fees for visits to physiotherapists, chiropractors and
osteopaths when referred by a GP

•

Free or subsidised health care for those suffering from acute or
chronic medical conditions

•

No charge for most laboratory tests and x-rays, except at
privately operated clinics

•

No charge for health care during pregnancy and childbirth,
unless provided by the private medical sector

•

No charge for GP referrals to a public hospital for treatment

•

Free prescription medicines for all public hospital patients

•

Subsidies for children under six for visits to the doctor and for
prescriptions

•

Free breast screening for women aged between 45 and 64.

Your first point of contact with the health system will probably be
your GP (General Practitioner), also known as your family doctor.
New Zealand has about 3,200 GPs. These are located in almost every
city, suburb and town throughout the country. Local GPs are listed in
The White Pages
WHERE TO FIND HEALTH SERVICES
General Practitioners (family doctors), Specialists, After Hours and
other Medical Centres are listed in The White Pages.
Public and Private Hospitals, Residential Care Centres, After Hours
Pharmacists, Registered Nurses and Midwives and Specialist Clinics
are listed in The White Pages
Physiotherapists, Dentists, Chiropractors, Osteopaths, Opticians,
Pharmacists and Natural Therapists are listed under their respective
sections in the Yellow Pages
Service Providers
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
Registration
Registering with a GP is free and easy. Simply provide the doctor’s
receptionist with your address, phone number, and the names and
ages of your family.
You can choose which GP to register with, even if that doctor is not in
your suburb. So, if you would prefer to deal with a female GP or a GP
who shares your national or ethnic background, you are quite free to
15
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choose any doctor you wish. You are also free to change your GP at
any time.
OPENING HOURS
Most GPs are open from 8:00am-6:00pm – these are known as
surgery hours. Some practices are also open one or two evenings a
week, and sometimes on Saturday mornings.
EMERGENCIES
In emergencies, most GPs will either provide an immediate
appointment or make home visits – sometimes referred to as
house calls – any time during the day or night.
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
You have the right to have a friend or support person with you
during medical examinations. Female patients may also request
that a female nurse or other female staff member be present during
examinations by a male nurse or doctor. Routine services such as
cervical screening, blood pressure checks, and immunisation are
often conducted by the GP’s Practice Nurse.
Don’t miss Part 2 of this informative series in our next issue!

Specialist orthodontic treatment
for children and adults of all ages

orthodontist.co.nz
(09) 479 7963

Dr James Pretorius, a long-time supporter of South African
Community magazines, is delighted to introduce Dr Anna Meyer as the successor to his orthodontic practice of almost 30 years in Mairangi Bay. In his
transition into retirement, James has been conscious that the most important
consideration is to find someone with the same philosophy and approach to
delivering orthodontic excellence to patients as he has aimed to do in his time
in practice.
Anna grew up on the North Shore of Auckland and graduated with her undergraduate dental degree from Otago University with
Distinction. She then completed her specialist orthodontic training through a
postgraduate doctorate degree at the University of
Melbourne. While at the University, Anna received both of the top clinical and
academic prizes awarded amongst the Universities throughout Australia – the
Elsdon Storey Award and the Milton
Sims Award. While in Melbourne, Anna worked as a specialist
orthodontist at both the Royal Melbourne Dental Hospital as well
as in private practice.
After 10 years in Melbourne, Anna and her husband made the
decision to come home to New Zealand to raise their two young
children in this beautiful country. Anna feels extremely privileged to have
the opportunity to work alongside James, an orthodontist with such a strong
reputation and distinguished career, and being entrusted with the continuing
care the practice once he retires next year. She is looking forward to serving
the community and to create more beautiful smiles on the North Shore as
James has done for so many years.
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EDUCATION
Talking your kids into leaving their best friends and their lovely
schools and teachers behind in South Africa and emigrating to NZ
was probably the hardest thing that you and your spouse ever had
to do in your life.
So when they get here, will their schooling be similar to South Africa?
Let us explore what they can expect here.
In Issue 4 we covered Early Childhood Education and in Issue 5 we
dealt with Primary and Secondary School education here in NZ. Then,
in Issue 6 we covered the choices that you have in educating your
children here. If you need this info, please Google “Howzit Magazine”
and then go to our Face Book page. There you will find a link under
“posts” that will take you to all of our past issues, using the ISSUU
publishing platform.
In this issue we will handle further choices that you have for your
child’s education as well as the curriculae being offered by NZ
schools.
PRIVATE/INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
Private or independent schools receive only limited government
funding and are almost entirely dependent on income derived from
student fees. There are no standard fees as each school determines
its own fee scale. Fees also vary according to levels, with fees in Years
12 and 13 usually significantly higher than those charged in Years 9
and 10. Fees at primary school also vary according to level, although
these are generally much lower than secondary school fees. Private
schools are governed by their own independent boards but must
meet government standards in order to be registered. They are also
subject to the same ERO audits as state schools.
BOARDING SCHOOLS
Boarding schools exist mainly at secondary school level. There are
currently a total of 96 boarding schools operating in the state,
integrated and private sectors.

•

Computer studies

•

Design technology

•

Drama

•

Economics

•

English

•

French

•

Geography

•

German

•

Graphics and design

•

Health

•

History

•

Home economics

•

Human biology

•

Japanese

•

Legal studies

•

Maori language (te reo
maori)

•

Mathematics

•

Media studies

•

Music

•

Photography

•

Physical education

•

Physics

•

Science

•

Social studies

•

Spanish

•

Textiles, clothing and design

•

Typing/text and information
management.

SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND SUBJECTS
THE NEW ZEALAND CURRICULUM
The New Zealand Curriculum is built around the acquisition of
essential academic and practical skills. It identifies seven academic
or ‘essential learning’ areas:
Language, mathematics, science, technology, social sciences, the
arts, health and physical well-being. These are balanced by eight
practical or ‘essential skills’:
Communication skills, numeric skills, information skills, problem
solving skills, self-management and competitive skills, social and
co-operative skills, physical skills, work and study skills. Each term,
most schools prepare student Progress Reports and hold
parent-teacher evenings.
SUBJECTS TAUGHT AT NEW ZEALAND SCHOOLS
The following is a general list of subjects taught in New Zealand
schools. Not all schools offer all the subjects listed and others may
offer additional disciplines. Some subjects are compulsory.
PRIMARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS:
Mathematics, art, health, English language, physical education,
technology.
SECONDARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS:
Accounting, agriculture and horticulture, art, biology, business
studies, chemistry, classical studies
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WORKING FROM HOME
PART 7
As a newbie ex South African just off the plane who needs to
survive in this new Kiwi environment, we can help you with some
good advice on starting your own business here working from
your home.
You must get hold of our past Issues that explained the following:
Issue 1: Business Start-up information.
Issue 2: The Operational and Marketing Plan
Issue 3: The Financial Plan
Issue 4: Pricing your Product or Service
Issue 5: Creating Credibility for your business
Issue 6: Intellectual Property Part 1
So please go to www.ISSUU / Howzit Magazine and select the Issue
that you need.
So please Google “Howzit Magazine,” go to our FB page and look
under “posts” for our link to ISSUU where you will find all of our
previous issues.
In this issue we complete our discussion on protecting your
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY Part 2:
PROTECTING YOUR IP
In general, copyright subsists in any original “work” the moment it
is created in material form. You do not need to register it, or even
mark it with a © symbol for the copyright to take effect. International agreements mean there is general acceptance of standard
copyright regulations throughout much of the world.

onslaught on your intellectual property, and will provide you with a
legal advantage should this happen, but it may not prevent someone
else from using your copyright material, leveraging off your brand
equity, or copying your patented idea. Irrespective of whatever steps
you have taken to protect your Intellectual Property, an outright
assault on your Intellectual Property may need to be backed up with
the resource - both time and money - it takes to defend it. Simple
common sense goes a long way as Coke’s strategic decision to keep
its recipe secret rather than patent it effectively illustrates: if they
had patented it, it would have been freely and legally available to
Coke’s competitors after 50 years.
Don’t miss Issue 9: This time we look at managing your cash flow!

Your home business can take simple steps to deter others from using
your copyright material, for instance, by placing a © symbol, the
year and their business name on every original document you create,
including on your web site. Digital signatures and other embedded
“identifiers” can help protect - and trace - digitally generated work.
Protecting industrial IP usually requires registration of the specific
piece of Intellectual Property you wish to protect, through various
mechanisms such as patents, trademarks and registered designs.
Each of these areas of IP is complex and way beyond the scope of
this article, and specialist legal assistance is advisable. As some
protections are geographically-specific or afford cover in only one
category of item, multiple registrations may be necessary. This
can be costly, and if not done properly, may leave you exposed to
unforeseen threats to your intellectual property. There is lots more
information, including the cost of registering patents and trademarks, on the Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ)
website (www.iponz.govt.nz).
In cases where you need to share confidential information, you may
ask the other party or parties to sign a non-disclosure agreement
(NDA). This is a legal document - but the truth of the matter is that
unless it has penalty clauses for disclosure which you have the means
to follow through on an NDA is frequently regarded as a sign of good
faith rather than a foolproof assurance of confidentiality. You may
be wise to share only necessary information, and this only with people you feel are trustworthy.
Putting effective protection mechanisms in place may deter an
June/July
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THE SA RECIPE BOOK

LOOKING FOR A SAMOOSA SUNRISE?

Instructions

Nothing could be more South African than a genuine samoosa, with
its spicy minced beef filling and crispy triangular pastry pouch.

Heat olive oil in a frying pan over high heat. Cook onion for 2 minutes
or until softened. Add garlic, ginger, curry powder and spices, and
cook for 1 minute or until fragrant. Add beef and cook, breaking up
lumps, for 3 minutes or until browned. Season with salt and pepper
and stir in coriander. Cool.

Invented in the middle east more than a 1,000 years ago it was
adapted and refined to local tastes by mainly Indian cuisines. It was
probably introduced to South Africa originally in the 19th century by
Cape Malay slaves who brought their secret recipe with them on the
long journey from the East. Now you can make your own samoosas at
home and surprise your party guests!

Whisk together egg and milk in a bowl. Cut each pastry sheet into 4
strips and cover with a clean, damp tea towel. Place 2 strips, slightly
overlapping, vertically on a work surface, so the short sides are
towards you. Brush underside of overlapped edge with egg wash to
seal and form one long strip. Bring up bottom right-hand corner to
overlap left edge of the strip and tuck under to create a triangular
pocket. Place 2 tsp beef mixture into pocket and fold triangle over
to seal. Keep folding over the triangle until you reach the end of the
strip. Seal edges with egg wash and place on a lined oven tray. Repeat
with remaining pastry and beef mixture.
Fill a deep-fryer or large saucepan one-third full with vegetable
oil and heat over medium heat to 180°C (or until a cube of bread
turns golden in 10 seconds). Working in batches of 5, carefully drop
samoosas into oil and fry, turning halfway, for 4 minutes or until crisp
and golden. Remove with a slotted spoon and drain on paper towel.
Serve on a plate with tomato wedges and coriander sprigs.

Ingredients

If you have any exciting secret South African recipes that you
would like to share with us, please send them! We will publish and
you will be the accredited contributor!

•

60 ml(¼ cup) olive oil

•

1 large onion, finely chopped

•

2 garlic cloves, crushed

•

1cm piece ginger, finely grated

•

2 tbsp curry powder

•

1 tsp ground cumin

•

1 tsp ground coriander

•

500g minced beef

•

1 cup firmly packed coriander leaves

•

1 egg, lightly beaten

•

125 ml (½ cup) milk

510 Wellsford Valley Road

•

24 sheets (2 packets; 21.5 cm square) spring roll pastry

RD 3

•

Vegetable oil, to deep-fry

North Auckland 0973

•

Tomato wedges and coriander sprigs, to serve
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HANDRE POLLARD: BOOT FROM THE BOLAND
By Ted Woudberg

At the tender age of 25, one of the youngest Springbok players in history, brave Handre Pollard pulled off one of the most remarkable
personal victories of the game. Using his boot, he scored the most points out of all the players in the 2019 Rugby World Cup in Japan.
For those of you better versed in colloquial Mexican Spanish,
“Andale! Handre!” means “C’mon, Handre, let’s do it!” And do it,
he did. He maxed out at the RWC with 69 points: 9 conversions, 16
penalties and 1 drop goal.
Born in the Paarl district of the Western Cape and torn away from
his roots as a teenager playing amazing kicking rugby for his high
school, Paarl Gymnasium; he left for Pretoria to play for the Bulls
in the Currie Cup competition in July 2012 when he was only 18.
Prior to this he was an eager teenage participant in the Western
Province Craven Week Rugby competitions from 2007 - 2012 where
he attracted the attention of the more powerful northern franchises
of SA Union Rugby.

His success placed him securely in the Blue
Bulls franchise in 2013, but his fortunes
were variable going forwards because of a
few infractions, but he managed to stay on
in the side.
When he arrived in Pretoria with his lunch box in hand he was
dropped unceremoniously into the big Pretoria University side,
Tukkies, where he needed an identity in order to play for the Bulls.
This must have gutted him, because if he had played for Stellenbosch
University while in the W.Cape he would have been a “Matie.” The
sworn rugby sports enemies of the “Maties” of Stellenbosch were the
“Tukkies” from Pretoria. Handre had to put personal differences aside
and do his best for the Tukkies.
Being the skilled kicker that he was, he led the Tukkies to win the
2012 SA Varsity Cup, which is a prestigious award. Why? Because so
many SA Currie Cup players and ultimate Springboks are spawned in
these national competitions between opposing universities where
the young players learn the ropes. His success placed him securely in
the Blue Bulls franchise in 2013, but his fortunes were variable going
forwards because of a few infractions, but he managed to stay on in
the side.

Handre was invited to play for South Africa in the 2013 in the IRB
Junior World Championship, which was an under-20 competition. He
has always played either centre or fly-half to be at the best place to
use his “Boland boot,” mainly kicking for touch when the ball came
too close to his base line. Unfortunately during this competition his
kicking let him down and he was replaced by Robert du Preez during
the match against the US and he did no kicking at all in the match
against France. The next step in his career was his inclusion in the
Super Rugby Blue Bulls team for the entire 2014 season.
From here his career blossomed into a number of foreign options. He
was offered the choice of getting “OE”(Overseas Experience), which
is crucial for any start-up sportsperson, or just sitting at home and
“doing his best.” Handre shrugged off the scary prospect of doing
nothing, so he carefully considered offers from both Japanese Top
League side NTT DoCoMo Red Hurricanes and French Top 14 side
Montpelier. He agreed, but only for one season in each team.
He was a natural selection for the 2014 Rugby Championship and he
excelled with his boot, being highly instrumental in defeating reigning
world champions, New Zealand 27-25 in their encounter at this
competition in Johannesburg. This event is not to be confused
with the RWC which took place in 2015 and which did not include
Handre in the Springbok squad.
Handre suffered a knee ligament injury in February 2016 which put
him out of the game for the whole year. In 2019 he had more luck
with the RWC selectors and arrived in host country Japan with his
beloved Springboks. After a bad first start with the All Blacks in
their first encounter, Handre went on to become the hero of the
competition. He was the highest point scorer and his achievement
has pushed him up into the THIRD best ever points scorer in South
African rugby history; putting him close behind all-time greats like
Morne Steyn and Percy Montgomery.
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Handre is married to his co-athlete sweetheart, Marise, who is also
from Paarl. The couple have no kids yet, but the big man is working
hard on his career, which often takes him far from home. One day he
will pass his boots on to his son, no doubt, and with a bit of coaching
from his Dad he will become the new “Boot from the Boland.”
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BY THE CAMPFIRE

THE CRAB THAT TAMED THE TIDES
We continue our delightful series for young people about the myths and legends of Africa. This time we
introduce the little seaside crab. Apologies to Rudyard Kipling!
Many, many years ago God appointed The Man to allocate powers
to the first animals of creation. To the elephants of India were given
tusks to dig up huge areas of the continent; to the beavers of America were given the ability to make deep estuaries and rivers to create
their homes; to the cows of Africa were given vast land areas of
green pastures for grazing and finally the turtles were given the sea
to develop into a place where fish could abound to keep sea-dwellers well-fed. Despite all the animals of the sea being present at the
last session with the turtle, the African Crab, who was an enormous
creature half the size of a whale, did not attend. He was lazy and
he would shuffle between sea and land guzzling everything that he
could eat including fish, molluscs, plankton, seaweed and other sea
grasses. So he was an overgrown omnivore and he didn’t have to
hunt for his food.
After The Man had given his blessing to the other animals, the
world began to develop. The elephants of India created the great
Himalayan Mountains; the patch of grass that the cows had eaten in
North Africa became the Sahara Desert and the area that the beavers were given became the Everglades of Florida, America.
The Man knew that he had more blessings to bestow on his creatures of the sea, so he set out on his long and tempestuous journey
to find the missing Crab of Africa.
Languishing on his barren east-African coastline in Mocambique,
Mafuta, the huge Crab of Creation lolled back and forth on his huge
beach while his tiny wife scampered back and forth trying to care for
their young.
“Ha, ha!” he boomed. “I am one of the biggest creatures of the
sea! Even the sharks are afraid of me! I may not have received my
blessing yet, but I am invincible! No one can eat through my tough

“Mr Moon, I am waiting for a blessing from
The Man, but I think he is lost. I need you
to pull back the seas so that the fish do not
eat my tail! They come for me every night
while I lie here on the beach!”
shell so I need fear nobody! No-one can eat me!” The lazy crab
crawled back into the water with his stumpy legs and floated out to
his favourite seaweed outcrop, where he munched contentedly.
As he lay there some small fishes started nibbling on his beautiful
tail. Mafuta had an enormous shiny tail that he carried around and
it was his pride and joy. He tried swishing his tail back and forth, but
the fishes kept coming and eating his tail.

request. The Man had given him power over the oceans, to move
them back and forth with his special fishing rod, but why should he
do this for the crab? Mafuta was just a lazy big blob lying half-way
up the beach, expecting the world to follow his bidding. But he liked
the crab because he was always friendly so he allowed the creature
a time for full tide when he would be off the beach floating around
away from the fishes who would eat his tail and a time for grazing
when he would be foraging on the beach. Mafuta was so grateful
that he gave the Man in the Moon a long sideways dance along
the watermark. This pleased the Man in the Moon so much that he
asked Mafuta if he wanted anything else.
“Yes!” cried Mafuta. “I need some special claws to keep the fish from
eating off my tail!”
This wish was granted immediately, but just then The Man arrived.
He rebuked Mafuta for running away from his blessing. “I am sorry,
my Lord, but I was busy feeding my family!” he replied to The Man.
“Do not make excuses for your bad behaviour, Mafuta,” said The
Man. “You have been chosen as a key creature on this planet, and
you ran away? Because of this, you will no longer be the biggest
creature on the beach, but an overgrown spider with a hole just
above the watermark to keep you from drowning. You can keep your
tough shell to protect you from the birds and the foxes, but your
shell will be soft when you are young and I won’t be around to help
you then!”
So, to this day, if you look at the seaside crab you will see that it
has NO tail, but it still has vicious claws and a hard shell that it has
earned from The Creator as its only protection from predators. And
if you ask the crab nicely, it will dance sideways for you as it did for
the Man in The Moon!

So he climbed up on a rock one evening during full moon and spoke
to his best friend, the Man in the Moon.
“Man in the Moon,” he said. “How are you?”
“Mafuta!” said the Man in the Moon. “I am good! How can I help
you?”
Mafuta thought for a moment. Then he asked his best friend:“Mr Moon, I am waiting for a blessing from The Man, but I think
he is lost. I need you to pull back the seas so that the fish do not
eat my tail! They come for me every night while I lie here on the
beach!” The Man in the Moon sat down and considered Mafuta’s
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DRUG USE IN NEW ZEALAND
Part 2: Smoking

“Puff, the magic dragon lived by the sea and frolicked in the autumn
mist in a land called Honali.”
This is a beautiful song from its originators, Peter Paul and Mary who
were at the forefront of the musical new age movement of sexual
and spiritual freedom that began in the 1960’s. Yet, what was their
message and what are the images that they wanted to portray?

parliamentary bill to legalise medical cannabis. If the drug is properly
controlled and medically prescribed, it will probably be cheaper than
using morphine as a painkiller. Again, the patient runs the risk of
dependence after the applied medical use, so we are still treading
on dangerous ground.
In the 1970’s smoking was a fashion statement. We were inundated
with images at the movies of people on huge ski-boats enjoying
their Pieter Stuyvesant cigarettes. It was billed as the “international
passport to smoking pleasure” along with Gunston cigarettes, that
used the “cowboy” image, making you believe that only “real men”
smoked them. Now smoking has been proved as being detrimental

That concept worked for a while, but now,
instead of being billed as a smoking escape,
vaping has become “the new alternative to
smoking?”
to your health and is the chief cause of a variety of cancers. Besides
that, second -hand tobacco smoke has also been responsible for
inflicting a number of viruses on unsuspecting inhalers and has now
been abolished from buildings and smokers must now enjoy their
drug out of doors.

Well, the “puffing” part is easy. In the sixties it was the excitement
that the smoking of a cannabis cigarette played in their lives. The
“magic dragon” part was the portrayal of some ingratiating creature
that was loving and forgiving and only wanted to get them into some
sort of higher place and was ultimately a comic creation. What?
Unfortunately the “dragon” part was real. Smoking cannabis is still
very dangerous because it will damage the lungs in the same way as
regular smoking and can lead to cancer. Even worse, what cannabis
does, is it leads the indulgent into other more dangerous drugs
like meth and heroin. Currently our government is processing a

Recently a new product was invented to help people get off their
smoking habit. It gradually eased them off tobacco and gave them
only nicotine, eliminating all of the other poisons found in regular
tobacco cigarettes. Ultimately they would give up hard core smoking
and take up “vaping” as part of their exit from the smoking habit.
That concept worked for a while, but now, instead of being billed as a
smoking escape, vaping has become “the new alternative to smoking?” Vaping shops are now mushrooming and opening up all over
New Zealand.
This is another very sad modern social development and we now
await the results of the health consequences of ingesting pure
nicotine and dense water vapour into the lungs. Nicotine is a
harmful poison to the body. Why should its detrimental effects be
any different to tobacco smoking? Will our insurers treat “vapers”
differently to “tobacco” users? Only time will tell. At the time of
writing we contacted two insurance brokers who have access
to all of the major companies in NZ and we asked them if the
companies would apply higher premium rates to those who
confessed to “vaping” regularly, but who definitely DO NOT
smoke any tobacco products. Their response was that “vaping” is
still a grey area because they do not have enough medical evidence
to prove that it is as harmful as tobacco smoking, but they are
currently treating each application on its merits. All applicants MUST
declare to their insurers or brokers whether they “smoke tobacco
OR any other substance.” This is where the applicant must admit to
vaping on a regular basis and insurers then can consider if a higher
premium would be necessary.
A recent American survey revealed that some young people who had
been vaping for over 18 months were developing growths in their
lungs and/or breathing problems. Most doctors suggest that the
human lung was meant to ingest AIR only. Polluted air of any nature
will soon start causing damage.
So, dear “Puff,” our magic dragon is still casting his spell on us, albeit
in a new disguise. For how much longer his deceptions will last, only
time will tell.
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IN MEMORIAM

Could you live to 100 years old? If you are a member
of the Commonwealth and you do achieve this
extreme longevity, you qualify to have “tea with the
Queen!”

We are not sure if you would have to pay for the air fare to London or
whether it would be funded by the Crown, but the offer remains as a
deep-rooted part of British culture.
In the mean time we salute the recent passing of two centenarians
whose lives have been more than iconic:
1.

“Mad” Mike Hoare who died on 2nd February this year in
Durban aged 100 years. This man was a South African born
adventurer, soldier, explorer, yachtsman, motorcyclist, safari
leader and author, best known for his huge success as leader of
the “Wild Geese,” a paramilitary force that beat the Communist
“Simbas” who invaded the Congo in the 60’s, saving it from a
soviet invasion that could have negatively impacted Southern
Africa. He was infamously known for his failed coup of the
socialist government that had taken root in the island of the
Seychelles off the east coast of Africa in the same decade. In
both cases it is assumed that Mike was a hired mercenary, but
who actually paid him still remains a mystery! Rest in peace,
Colonel Mike. You made history and we salute you for your
bravery.

2.

Kirk Douglas who died on February 5 this year in Beverly Hills,
Los Angeles at the ripe old age of 103. This Russian Jewish
immigrant actor, director and author pulled himself out of
poverty in a family of six other sisters to become the most
applauded and longest-surviving actor of the “Golden Age”
of Hollywood that covered the second half of the 20th Century. His role as “Spartacus” in the 1960 movie put him fairly
and squarely on this throne and he has now passed his legacy
onto his son Michael Douglas who has followed in his father’s
footsteps to become another iconic actor and director, along
with wife Catherine Zeta Jones. Our view of Kirk from his acting
is as a hard-drinking, womanising hell raiser, but we are not sure
of the secrets of his longevity. He survived a bad stroke in 1996
that affected his speech, but he pulled through and at his 100th
birthday in 2016 he was lucid and fully in charge. Rest in peace,
Kirk. You gave us a lot of pleasure during your eventful life.

Need essentials?
We’ve got your back.
We’re providing you with essential protective
products to assist in the ﬁght against Covid-19
— together we will get through this.
NZ made hand & surface sanitisers.
Free shipping
No rip off policy
Kiwis helping Kiwis
www.covidessentials.co.nz
orders@covidessentials.co.nz
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Growing Today. Protecting Tomorrow.

FREE INSURANCE ASSESSMENT
Choosing better and affordable insurance,
better protects your most important assets –
you and your loved ones.

How do we assist you?
• Contact us to assess your insurance
needs.
At Surepoint Insurance we offer the following
insurance cover:
• Life
• Trauma
• Health/Medical
• Total & Permanent Disability
• Mortgage Protection
• Income Protection

• We will present you with various insurance
proposals from some of New Zealand’s
leading insurance companies.
• We will then assist and manage the
application process on your behalf.
Also, we will deal with your insurance queries
on your behalf.

Surepoint Insurance

34 William Bond, Stanley Point, Northshore, Auckland
Phone: 09 558 5996 Mobile: 022 159 9784 or 022 159 9785 Email: insurance@surepoint.co.nz
Go to www.surepoint.co.nz to learn more about us.
A disclosure statement is available on request.
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